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Art Forum 

By PAUL RIVAS 

In Southern California there is a tremendous diversity of visual possibilities and or combinations that is 
quite unique in comparison to other spots of interest throughout the world. Climate: boils to chills. Theatre 
is professional to experimental to rank. Music is inspirational and uplifting to ear shattering. Culture: 
beneficial to the community to detrimental to its very definition. Architecture: imaginative and well 
constructed to gold-leafed balsa wood abortions. 

This is certainly true of art with a multitude of ramifications. Quality varies as well as styles. Expressions 
are explored to their fullest. There is in Southern California, a definite core of artists, whose creations and 
products come into direct contact and competition with comparable talents from the world over for the 
buyer. 

It is important to realize that the viewer is continually being exposed to a cross section of world creativity 
into our museums and private galleries. Summer shows provide a kaleidoscope of group shows. European 
import shows and one man shows of special interest. 

Bruno Groth recent sculptures, Robert Frame recent paintings and Pal Kepenyes recent works in gold, 
silver and bronze through July 11 at Ankrum Gallery brings together artists from Eureka, California; Los 
Angeles; and Hungary 

The bronze sculptures of Bruno Groth deal entirely with birds, seagulls, sandpipers and other feathered 
vertebrates. Stylistically they fall into two categories: the abstract treat- (missing text) 

ly theatrical and bold. Still life's, birds and abstracts are on different levels of achievement. Sunflowers 
presents the formula still life with violet dark blue vase, bright thick flowers in yellow against a gay 
background. 

Still Life with Lute includes the clock, the table, the thick palette and the lute. Twilight Forest begins to 
become more personal and significant with landscape treatment direct, strong and less complicated. Mood 
is captured effectively in ruby reds, blues, greens and soft pinks. 

Moonscape is compositionally well organized and the eye takes a pleasant journey around trees and down 
roadways. Frame begins to truly free himself into a new idiom in Pastoral which employs a combination of 
flat planes and textures with controlled poetic details. 

Pawnee is in color, treatment and mood the most accomplished of the works on view. There is a looseness 
in bleeding colors with controlled broad flat areas that is refreshing and executed with complete integrity. 

The recent works of Pal Kepenyes recall Charles Adams with sexual undertones. Metallic figures, 
necklaces, pins and other objects have a consistent mood of their own which is (remainder of article 
missing) 




